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Abstract
Players allocate their budget to links, a local public good and a private good.
A player links to free ride on others’ public good provision. We derive sufficient
conditions for the existence of a Nash equilibrium. In equilibrium, large contributors link to each other, while others link to them. Poorer players can be
larger contributors if linking costs are sufficiently high. In large societies, free
riding reduces inequality only in networks in which it is initially low; otherwise,
richer players benefit more, as they can afford more links. Finally, we study
the policy implications, deriving income redistribution that increases welfare
and personalized prices that implement the efficient solution.
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Introduction

Local public goods are important phenomena in our society. For example, individuals often acquire some information on different alternatives whose advantages they
do not know either personally or through their peers. Since people benefit from their
neighbors’ investment, personal acquisition of information is a local public good. Information can be exchanged both via in-person communication (Conley and Udry,
2010; Feick and Price, 1987), in online forums and on social platforms. For instance,
on Twitter, people write posts and see the posts of their connections on their wall.
Another example of local public goods is constituencies offering some goods or services that can be enjoyed also by the citizens of nearby constituencies, such as public
parks, a pedestrian city center, cultural activities, and the like.
Importantly, the resulting pattern of spillovers can be represented as a directed
network in which establishing a link to a player allows to free ride on her contribution.
In the aforementioned examples, not only contributing is costly, but also free
riding, as individuals need to incur the opportunity cost of travelling to nearby
constituencies or searching whom to follow and reading their posts on Twitter. These
opportunity costs are different across individuals; for example, they are higher for
those who receive higher wages, as their time is more valuable. Additionally, while
the most important driver of contributors is a specific need for the public good,
agents might have different resources and motivations to provide it. For example,
some may post on Twitter because they have a lot of spare time, and others to
become influencers. Some constituencies might invest a lot in culture because they
are rich, others because of a pronounced interest of their inhabitants.
Heterogeneities in wages yield opposing distributional effects of free riding in
networks: on the one hand, everyone can free ride, and this should reduce inequality.
On the other hand, the richer might benefit more from free riding if this is costly.
As a result, new technologies that changed the opportunity cost of free riding might
have affected who benefits the most from free riding. This raises the question of how
to design policies to increase welfare and redistribute resources. Indeed, the planner
might want to subsidize the public good provision of certain individuals via monetary
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or non-monetary subsidies. For example, YouTube redistributes some of the revenue
generated by user activity rewarding its contributors with many initiatives, ranging
from awards to fan fests.
To study these considerations, we propose a local public good game in which
players allocate their time or budget to a public good, a private good, and to free
ride on others’ provision. Introducing a budget constraint captures that individuals
have different amounts of resources and/or time to dedicate to public good provision.
We also allow for heterogeneous preferences and relative prices of the private good
with respect to the public good and linking. Thereby, we capture that individuals
might have different motivations, derive a different utility and pay a different price
for an identical bundle.
The main contributions of the paper are two. First, we derive sufficient conditions
for equilibrium existence and characterize equilibrium networks in a general framework that embeds well-known models of private provision of (local) public goods.
Second, we use these results to analyze the impact of the income distribution on
inequality and derive policy implications.
Regarding the first contribution, we show that, if both the public and the private
good are normal and neighbors’ contributions sufficiently crowd out own-contribution,
a Nash equilibrium in which players establish weakly profitable connections exists;
furthermore, these networks are core-periphery graphs in which the largest contributors are linked among themselves. Indeed, any two contributors are connected if they
produce more than the linking cost, as this frees resources for additional public or
private good consumption. Moreover, everyone prefers to link to the largest contributors, as this generates the largest spillovers. Therefore, any strict Nash network is a
nested split graph, in which periphery players have nested neighborhoods. This equilibrium characterization is consistent with empirical evidence.1 Our characterization
is also robust to several extensions (Section 6).
The framework we propose allows us to revisit classical results in the literature
1

For example, both on Twitter and in an online forum where users ask and respond to queries
about Java, there is a core of players who actively collaborate with each other, while most users
only free ride (Bastos et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2007).
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on global public goods (Bergstrom et al., 1986; Warr, 1983). In our model, this
corresponds to linking costs being zero. Then, when both the public and the private
good are normal, a unique Nash equilibrium exists, in which total provision is neutral
to income redistribution among contributors. If additionally players have identical
preferences, the richest contribute and their contributions reduce inequality.
To the contrary, when the linking costs are larger, contributors are not necessarily
the richest players even when preferences are homogeneous; moreover, poorer players
can be better off than richer ones. To resolve the indeterminacy arising from multiple
equilibria, we study inequality in large societies, for which we derive the so-called
law of the few (Galeotti and Goyal, 2010), i.e., the proportion of players in the core
converges to zero. In this case, we can analyze welfare focusing on free riders.
In particular, the impact of free riding in networks on inequality depends on the
initial wealth distribution. When players have similar wealth levels, they can afford
the same links and enjoy the same spillovers, thereby reducing inequality. If, to the
contrary, a society is very unequal, some can afford more links and hence free ride
more than others. As a result, in large societies, networks increase inequality when
the economy is relatively unequal to begin with.
The mechanism we highlight implies that new technologies that make it cheaper
to free ride on others will reduce inequality.
Our model has important implications for policy interventions. In contrast to
models with an exogenous network (Allouch, 2015), here income redistribution affects
linking incentives, giving the planner an additional constraint, but also an additional
instrument, to improve welfare. Indeed, in an exogenous core-periphery graph, it is
optimal to transfer income to core players. However, when players can change their
links as a result of the intervention, it is better to transfer income to players who are
not central because of limited resources, if they value the public good a lot, as this
translates into a larger provision.
Beyond improving welfare, the efficient solution can be implemented if the social
planner is able to charge personalized prices for the public good. This could be
relevant for online social platforms, where public good provision of an individual
can be subsidized via sponsorship, while other users can be taxed via digital services
3

taxes that collect some of the revenue generated by user activity. For example, social
platforms such as YouTube have a host of programs to reward largest contributors
in order to incentivize the creation of new content, from awards to fan fests.
The novel policy implications of our model are due to following main innovations:
players face a budget constraint, and both the network as well as the demand for the
public good are endogenous. The latter assumption contrasts with existing models
of games on endogenous networks that assume a fixed demand for the public good
(Galeotti and Goyal, 2010). This paper is then the first to study free riding in
endogenous networks under general preferences and heterogeneous budgets. When
the budget is not relevant for the demand of the public good, players who value it
more, provide more and are in more central positions in the network (Kinateder and
Merlino, 2017). However, when the budget set matters, novel insights emerge on
how poorer players can have more central positions or benefit more from free riding,
thereby affecting both inequality and the policy implications.2
We allow for best replies to be non-linear in neighbors’ provision and income,
which is empirically relevant (e.g., Banks et al., 1997). Previous analysis with similarly general preferences has been limited to games on fixed networks; e.g., Allouch
(2015) shows that the equilibrium is unique if the public good is sufficiently normal.
For endogenous networks, very strong normality not only does not yield uniqueness,
but may even conflict with equilibrium existence. Here uniqueness arises for very
low linking costs.3
2

Van Leeuwen et al. (2019) introduce competition for status in such a framework. Status rents
foster public good provision in the repeated game. Our model accommodates that spillovers increase
consumption also in a static game by allowing for richer preferences. Our characterization reminds
also of that of Herskovic and Ramos (2020), but the two models are very different. Indeed, in
their paper homogeneous players establish costly links to see other players’ signals, and then play
a beauty contest game. In Fershtman and Persitz (2021), exogenously determined high types are
in the core which provide low types in the periphery with cheap low-quality indirect connections.
3
Most of the literature assumes only one good and linear best replies, both when the network is
fixed (Ballester et al., 2006; Bramoullé and Kranton, 2007; Bramoullé et al., 2014) or endogenous
(Baetz, 2015; Hiller, 2017). In particular, König et al. (2014) study a dynamic potential game of
strategic complements that predicts nested split graphs as stochastically stable in a myopic best
reply dynamics. However, the nature of the strategic interaction is very different, as we focus on
substitutes. We also allow for heterogeneous players and games that do not admit a potential.
More importantly, we study a static and simultaneous game with rational players where nestedness
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Elliott and Golub (2019) characterize the Pareto efficient outcomes and Lindahl
solution in a local public good game on an exogenously fixed network in terms of
well-studied network statistics. In our paper, to the contrary, we are interested in
understanding whether policies aimed at raising welfare would have the intended
effects when players can change with whom to interact after the policy intervention.4
In our benchmark model, spillovers flow one-way, i.e., towards the player establishing the link.5 To account for situations when the interaction is face-to-face, we
extend our analysis to two-way flow of spillovers (see the Online Appendix). While
most of our findings are robust, we also derive the sufficient condition for a stricter
version of the law of the few.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
model. Section 3 provides results on the existence and characterization of equilibria.
Section 4 focuses on economies with agents with homogeneous preferences to compare
our results to those of Bergstrom et al. (1986). Section 5 studies the impact of
income (re)distribution and personalized prices on inequality. Section 6 discusses
some extensions. Section 7 concludes. All proofs are in the appendix.

2

Model

We introduce a local public good game, in which players spend their budget on
private good consumption, public good provision and connections.
Players. There is a set of players N = {1, ..., n}; i denotes a typical player.
Network. We denote the directed network of social connections by g. Player i’s
linking strategy is denoted by a row vector gi = (gi1 , ..., gin ) ∈ Gi = {0, 1}n , where
gii = 0 and gij ∈ {0, 1} for all i, j ∈ N , i 6= j. We say that player i links to player j if
gij = 1. Then, g = (g1 , ..., gn )T . Linking decisions are one-sided: the player proposing
obtains only in strict Nash equilibria.
4
Belhaj et al. (2016) show that nested split graphs are also efficient networks in a network game
with local complementarities. Our results on second-best implementation complements theirs, as
we assume strategic substitutes.
5
Some papers study network formation with one-way flow of spillovers abstracting from strategic
interactions on the network (e.g., Bala and Goyal, 2000, Galeotti, 2006, Billand et al., 2008).
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a link pays k > 0 and the link is established. Let Ni (g) = {j ∈ N : gij = 1} be the
set of players to which i links and ηi (g) = |Ni (g)| the number of links that i sponsors.
In a core-periphery graph, there are two groups of players, the periphery P(g)
and the core C(g), such that, (i) for every i, j ∈ P(g), gij = gji = 0, (ii) for every
l, m ∈ C(g), glm = gml = 1, and (iii) for any i ∈ P(g), there is l ∈ C(g) such that
gil = 1. Hence, all links in the core are reciprocated. A complete core-periphery
network is such that Ni (g) = C(g) for all i ∈ P(g) and there are no isolated players.
Nodes in C(g) are referred to as hubs. We write C and P instead of C(g) and P(g),
respectively, when no confusion arises. A core-periphery network with a single hub is
referred to as a star. A core-periphery network in which the sets of players’ neighbors
are nested is a nested split graph. Formally, a nested split graph is a core-periphery
graph where, if ηj (g) ≤ ηi (g), then Nj (g) ⊆ Ni (g) for any i, j ∈ P(g).6
Denote by g the closure of g, such that g ij = max{gij , gji }, for each i, j ∈ N ; that
is, each directed link in g is replaced by an undirected one. Let Ni (g) = {j ∈ N :
g ij = 1} be the set of players to which i is linked in g, and let ηi (g) = |Ni (g)| be i’s
degree, i.e., the number of i’s neighbors in g.
There is a path in g from i to j if either g ij = 1, or there are m different players
j1 , ..., jm distinct from i and j, such that g ij1 = g j1 j2 = ... = g jm j = 1. A component
of network g is a set of players such that there is a path connecting every two players
in the set and no path to players outside the set. Define a cell h of a nested split
graph as the set of players i ∈ N with h = ηi (g) links.
Consumption. We denote by xi ∈ R+ and yi ∈ R+ the amount of public and
private good acquired by player i, respectively, where R+ ≡ [0, +∞).
P
Given g, we denote by x−i = j∈N gij xj player i’s spillovers and by xi = xi + x−i
player i’s public good consumption, given by the sum of her provision and the
spillovers she receives from her neighbors in network g. Hence, we assume that
spillovers flow one-way, i.e., towards the player sponsoring the link. In Online Ap6

We extend here in a natural way some graph theoretic notions usually defined on undirected
networks to our model of directed network formation. The corresponding definitions for the twoway flow model are in the Online Appendix. In particular, the notion of core-periphery graph we
use here is more specific than the ones defined on the closure of g (see below), as it embeds that
core players reciprocate links and periphery players link to the core.
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pendix A, we study the model with two-way flow of spillovers.
Strategies. Player i’s set of strategies is Si = R+ ×R+ ×Gi , and the set of all players’
Q
strategies is S = i∈N Si . A strategy profile s = (x, y, g) ∈ S specifies provision of
the public good x = (x1 , ..., xn ), consumption of the private good y = (y1 , ..., yn ), as
well as links g = (g1 , ..., gn )T for each player. In order to emphasize player i’s role, s
Q
is sometimes written as (si , s−i ), where s−i ∈ j6=i Sj .
Payoffs. Each player i faces the following maximization problem:
max
(xi ,yi ,gi )∈Si

s.t.

Ui (xi , yi )

(1)

xi + pi yi + ηi (g)k = wi ,

where xi and yi are the respective amounts of public and private good personally
acquired by i, while xi is i’s public good consumption, pi > 0 is the price of the
private good paid by player i, k > 0 is the cost of linking and wi > 0 her wealth. We
assume Ui (·, ·) is a twice continuously differentiable, strictly concave and increasing
function in its arguments for each i ∈ N . Under these assumptions, there is a unique
and non-negative optimal investment in the public and private good for every i,
which depends on own wealth, the links sponsored and the spillovers received from
neighbors. Denote player i’s optimal consumption in isolation by (xIi , yiI ).
By analyzing heterogeneous prices for the private good, we capture that the
relative price of the private good with respect to that of the public good and the
linking costs can differ across players. Additionally, some people might like the public
good more than others. Hence, we allow players to have different preferences.
The utility maximization problem can be rewritten with player i choosing her
local public good consumption xi , rather than her public good provision xi :
max
(xi ,yi ,gi )∈Si

s.t.

Ui (xi , yi )

(2)

xi + pi yi = wi − ηi (g)k + x−i , and xi ≥ x−i .

Ignoring the inequality constraint, we can express player i’s demand function for the
public good as xi = γi (wi − ηi (g)k + x−i ), where γi : R → R is a continuous function.
7

We call wi (g) = wi − ηi (g)k + x−i player i’s net social income and γi i’s Engel curve.
Hence, xi = xi − x−i = max{γi (wi (g)) − x−i , 0}. Since the network is endogenous,
player i’s demand for the public good is net of the budget she spends on links.
We assume that both the public and the private good are normal for all players.7
Assumption 1 For each i ∈ N , γi (w) is continuously differentiable with respect to
w with derivative γi0 ∈ [0, 1].
Let us stress that this assumption is mild and commonly made in public good games.
In particular, our model embeds the global public good game of Bergstrom et al.
(1986) as k → 0. Then, contributors form a core, periphery players link to all
contributors and there are no spillovers among inactive players.8
Equilibrium. A strategy profile s∗ = (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ) is a Nash equilibrium if for all
i ∈ N , s∗i is a solution to the maximization problem (1) given s∗−i .
To characterize the equilibrium networks, we will use two refinements. We say a
Nash equilibrium is sociable if any player i who is indifferent between establishing
a link or not, establishes this link. More formally, a Nash equilibrium (x∗ , g ∗ ) is
∗
sociable if, when there is (x0i , yi0 ) for i ∈ N such that Ui (x̄∗ , y ∗ ) = Ui (x̄0i , yi0 |x̄∗−i , y−i
),
then, for any j ∈ N \ {i}, gij∗ ≥ gij0 , with strict inequality for some j. This refinement
allows us to discard equilibrium networks that are not robust to small changes in
players’ wealth and preferences.
An equilibrium is strict if no player can unilaterally change her strategy without
reducing her payoff. Hence, any strict equilibrium is sociable.
Social Welfare. We define social welfare as the sum of individual payoffs.
Discussion and interpretation. The presence of a budget set and that players pay
to free ride are the key innovations of our model. The budget constraint stems from
7

Note that, when i’s links change, i’s net social income typically changes discontinuously. However, γ per-se is a continuously differentiable function and jumps in net social income do not pose
a problem for our analysis.
8
When k = 0, a complete network with links among inactive players is also an equilibrium. Note
that this is also a core-periphery graph, and still there are no spillovers among inactive players.
Also note that we allow for γi0 ∈ {0, 1}. As in Bergstrom et al. (1986), these extremes do not pose
a problem for existence, but they do for uniqueness of the equilibrium (Corollary 1).
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players having limited wealth or time to devote to these activities; links are one-sided
and the flow of spillovers is one-way. These assumptions capture situations in which
one needs to exert some effort to enjoy the public good provided by others, such as
reading a post on Twitter. In this example, players decide how to allocate their time
between working and leisure. During leisure, they either collect information directly
and post it on Twitter, or read the posts of the users they follow. Heterogeneous
wages result in heterogeneous relative prices for the private good.
This generates novel trade-offs between using resources for free riding by linking,
public good provision and private good consumption. Most importantly, a higher net
social income translates into a higher demand for the public good whenever γi0 > 0.
In the next sections, we characterize the sociable Nash equilibria of this game, and
discuss who the largest contributors are. Then, we will discuss how degree of heterogeneity in the initial endowment or in wages (if the constraint is a time constraint)
shapes the distributional effect of free riding in networks. We will then analyze the
policy implications for income redistribution and the design of personalized prices.

3

Main Analysis

Let us first discuss two lemmas that highlight the novel aspects of our model.
First, differently from Galeotti and Goyal (2010) and Kinateder and Merlino (2017),
spillovers do not completely crowd out own contributions if γi0 > 0. As we show
later, this has an impact on the existence and characterization of equilibrium, and
in particular, on who the largest contributors are.
Lemma 1 If Assumption 1 holds, contributions are decreasing in spillovers.
This result follows immediately from the fact that xi = max{γi (w(g)), 0} and γi0 ∈
[0, 1] (Assumption 1), so that demand for the public good is endogenous and increasing in net social income.
Second, despite heterogeneity in preferences, the introduction of a budget constraint implies that largest contributors are linked.
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Lemma 2 Given a Nash equilibrium, suppose there are players i, j ∈ N with x∗i , x∗j >
k. Then, if Assumption 1 holds, gij∗ = 1.
When the budget set is irrelevant (Kinateder and Merlino, 2017), the gains from a
connection determines who links with whom; here instead, all players who produce
more than the linking cost are linked to each other even if they can have very different
gains from being connected. Indeed, if two such players were not neighbors, they
could increase their net social income by free riding on each other’s provision. This
increases their demand for the public good if it is normal.
This novel insight drives the following proposition.
Proposition 1 If k > k = maxi∈N {xIi }, the unique equilibrium network is empty.
If k ≤ k and Assumption 1 holds, any sociable Nash equilibrium network is a coreperiphery graph, while any strict Nash equilibrium network is a nested split graph.
This sharp characterization emerges from two equilibrium requirements. First, by
Lemma 2, players who produce strictly more than the linking cost k form a core of
interconnected players. The refinement of sociable Nash equilibrium ensures that
the largest contributors form a core. Indeed, if there were several players providing
an amount identical to k, then free riders would be indifferent between linking and
providing an amount k of the public good themselves. Networks without a core could
be sustained in equilibrium due to these kinds of indifference. Second, conditional
on linking, a player links to the largest contributors. Together with the existence of
the core, this generates core-periphery structures.
When players are indifferent between linking to players providing the same amount
of public good, but do not want to link to all of them, they could link to different
ones. The refinement of strict Nash equilibrium ensures that nested split graphs
emerge in such situations, as everybody links to larger contributors first.9
The limited role of preferences in Proposition 1 is due to the main novelty of
our model: the introduction of the budget constraint. Indeed, when it does not
constrain the demand for the public good, players who value the public good more
9

Note that core players in a strict Nash equilibrium can have identical provisions, as long as no
periphery player links to only one of them.
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have more links, and produce more if they are in the core (Theorem 2, Kinateder and
Merlino, 2017). This happens because players with a high valuation not only have a
larger demand, but also have larger gains from a connection, as in Figure 1(a). In
the example, player i’s demand of the public good is min{b2i /4, wi }. Since in 1(a)
wi > b2i /4 for all players, those who value the public good more provide more. In
panel 1(b) instead w1 < b21 /4, player 1, who values the public good the most, is in the
periphery because she is too poor to contribute enough to be in the core of a sociable
equilibrium network. A similar phenomenon can arise because of heterogeneity in the
price of the private good.10 As we show later, taking into account these phenomena
is particularly relevant in the design of policy interventions.
1

2

3

(a) g ∗

Player
b2i /4
wi
x∗i
yi∗

1
4
5
4
1

2
3
5
0
4

3
3
5
0
4

1

2

3

Player
b2i /4
wi
x∗∗
i
yi∗∗

1
4
1.5
.5
0

2
3
5
1.5
3

3
3
5
1.5
3

(b) g ∗∗

p √
√
Figure 1: Two examples with Ui (xi , yi ) = bi xi + yi , b1 = 4, b2 = b3 = 2 3,
k = 1, and pi = 1 for all i ∈ N . Players in the core are shaded in gray.

Since we do not have linear best replies, the few conditions we impose to derive
Proposition 1 do not ensure equilibrium existence for two reasons: on the one hand,
free riding decreases contribution (Lemma 1); on the other, it increases the demand
for the public good. To see why this matters, suppose there is a player i in the
periphery who produces enough public good for other players to profitably link to
i.11 Clearly this is no equilibrium, so consider moving i in the core. In that case,
players who remain in the periphery free ride also on i, thereby increasing their
demand for the public good. Hence, if their own provision is not reduced enough,
they might now themselves produce more than k, which is also no equilibrium. In
√
√
For example, the network in Figure 1(a) is an equilibrium also when Ui (xi , yi ) = ( x + yi )2
for all i ∈ N , k = 2, w = (10, 6, 6), p1 = 1 and p2 = p3 = 1.5. In that case, x∗ = (3, 0, 0), even if 2
and 3 face a higher price for the private good and this is a substitute of the public good.
11
Note that, if i is best-responding, i is already linked to every player in the core; otherwise,
doing so would constitute a profitable deviation.
10
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sum, if players’ Engel curves are very steep, it might be possible to construct cycles
of deviations where players might produce too much when in the periphery, but not
enough when in the core.
Yet, it is sufficient for equilibrium existence to bound the slope of the Engel
curve, γ 0 . This bounds the increase in players’ demand for the public good when
they free ride on others. Moreover, it ensures that spillovers substantially crowd out
contributions of free riders.
Proposition 2 If Assumption 1 holds, there is γ ≤ 1 such that a sociable Nash
equilibrium exists if γi0 ≤ γ for all i ∈ N for whom xIi ≥ k.
Proposition 2 complements existing results for exogenous networks, which show existence of a unique equilibrium when γi0 is sufficiently large (Allouch, 2015). The game
we study instead has potentially a very large set of equilibria.
However, a very large γ 0 does not guarantee uniqueness.12 Indeed, Figure 2
presents an economy with three players with linear Engel curves with slope .99;
while the assumption for uniqueness of Allouch (2015) is satisfied, all three networks
are an equilibrium. Rather, in our framework the equilibrium is unique when the
linking cost is sufficiently small, as then the ranking of players’ demand for the public
good is not affected by their linking strategies. In other words, if k is sufficiently
small, free riding opportunities are the same for all players, so that the set of large
contributors is unique as in Bergstrom et al. (1986).13
Furthermore, the unique equilibrium on a fixed network is not necessarily an
equilibrium when the network is endogenous, because it might predict periphery
players to be large contributors; this is impossible when the network is endogenous.14
This result is stated in the following corollary.15
12

As usual, we define uniqueness up to permutations in the labels of otherwise identical players.
In the example of Figure 2, g ∗∗ is the unique equilibrium if 2.63 < k < 3.93, and the complete
network if k ≤ 2.63.
14
Consider the third example in Figure 3 in Allouch (2015, p. 541). The equilibrium is a star where
the hub free rides on the contributions of the periphery. This is no equilibrium with endogenous
links as contributors would free ride on each others’ effort, thereby reducing their provision.
15
We focus on sociable equilibria in the following corollary because there are many equilibria
when k = 0 as individuals are indifferent to delete or add links to inactive players. Note also that
13

12
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x∗i
yi∗

2

1
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9.9
.1
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8
3.91
.14
∗

3
8
3.91
.14

(a) g

3

1

2

Player
wi
x∗∗
i
yi∗∗

1
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5.95
.1

(b)

2
8
3.95
.1
g ∗∗

3
8
0
.1

3

2

Player
wi
x∗∗∗
i
yi∗∗∗

1
10
2
.1

(c) g

2
8
3.97
.08
∗∗∗

3
8
3.97
.08

Figure 2: Multiple equilibria for k = 3.95, Ui (xi , yi ) = xai yi1−a , γi0 (wi ) = a = .99 and
pi = 1 for all i ∈ N . Players in the core are shaded in gray.

Corollary 1 There exists k̃ such that if 0 ≤ k < k̃ and γi0 ∈ (0, 1) for all i ∈ N , there
always exists a unique sociable Nash equilibrium entailing a core-periphery network.
Intuitively, the game we study has potentially a very large set of equilibria because
different positions in the network imply very different net social incomes, thereby
affecting demand and provision of the public good. In particular, a player’s budget
available for provision decreases as more links are established. However, as the linking
costs decrease, a player’s demand is less sensitive to the number of links established.
Hence, in the limit as k → 0, the classical uniqueness result of Bergstrom et al.
(1986) is reestablished.

3.1

Large Societies

The law of the few predicts that, as the number of players increases, the proportion
of active players in non-empty strict equilibrium networks goes to zero (Galeotti and
Goyal, 2010). In our model, this holds only for the proportion of players in the core.
Let ω be the maximal wealth that players possess.
Proposition 3 Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Given a scalar ω > 0, in every sociable
Nash equilibrium, limn→∞ |C(g ∗ )|/n = 0, if wi ≤ ω for all i ∈ N as n → ∞.
there is trivially a unique equilibrium when the linking cost is very high: a star with the largest
contributor as hub, and eventually, the empty network as the linking cost increases further.
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Intuitively, if there were many active players providing more than k of the public
good, they would all be connected. However, this is not possible as we impose the
restriction that all players have a finite budget bounded by ω. In other words, most
of them need to free ride.
Proposition 3 allows us to focus on periphery players to understand the welfare
effects of networks. Indeed, the welfare effects on core players are less clear, since
different players are in the core in different equilibria.

4

Homogeneous Preferences and Prices

We next study an economy in which players have identical preferences and face an
identical price for the private good.
Assumption 2 Every player has the same preferences and pays the same price for
the private good.
When preferences are homogeneous and the linking costs are sufficiently low, as in
Bergstrom et al. (1986), there is a unique threshold of wealth such that players whose
wealth is above this threshold are in the core and consume the same amount of the
private as well as of the public good, while the others are in the periphery and free
ride on the contributors. When linking costs are higher, but the budget constraint is
not binding for public good provision, differences in wealth instead are irrelevant. In
that case, players with the highest demand of the public good are in the core, while
the others are in the periphery or isolated (Kinateder and Merlino, 2017).
As the next proposition shows, results are more nuanced in our model, as poorer
players can be in the core if richer players free ride a lot, thereby reducing their
provision until it is not profitable to link to them.
Proposition 4 If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, a sociable Nash equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ )
always exists. Furthermore:
(i) For any i, j ∈ C(g ∗ ), x∗i = x∗j and yi∗ = yj∗ , while x∗i > x∗j if and only if wi > wj .
∗
(ii) If there is j ∈ P(g ∗ ) such that gji
= 1 for all i ∈ C(g ∗ ), then x∗j ≥ x∗i for all
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i ∈ C(g ∗ ).
(iii) For any i, j ∈ P(g ∗ ) such that Ni (g ∗ ) = Nj (g ∗ ), x∗i ≥ x∗j , x∗i ≥ x∗j and yi∗ ≥ yj∗
if and only if wi ≥ wj .
(iv) Take i, j ∈ P(g ∗ ). If wi ≥ wj , then Ni (g ∗ ) ≥ Nj (g ∗ ).
(v) There is w0 such that i ∈ P(g ∗ ) if wi ≤ w0 .
Part (i) shows that in our model only players in the core consume the same bundle,
while this is not true for players who contribute less. Part (ii) shows that a periphery
player who connects to all players in the core consumes more than them, while she
contributes less. Indeed, such a player free rides the most, while her wealth can be
larger or smaller than that of core players. Larger spillovers increase her net social
income which, due to normality, translates into a higher demand for the public good.
This does not arise in models without income effect (Kinateder and Merlino, 2017).16
While the monotonicity of provision in wealth holds for all players in global public
good games, parts (iii) and (iv) show that here this holds among players with the
same neighbors. Hence, it depends on who free rides on whom. Similarly, within the
periphery, a player with more neighbors has to be richer to afford more links, free ride
more and thereby possibly contribute less. Indeed, periphery players who sponsor
less links may provide more public good: as they have less resources to sponsor links,
they free ride less, which increases their contributions.
A consequence of part (iv) is that periphery players tend to afford a different
number of links the larger is wealth inequality. Therefore, the number of cells, that
is, the sets of players having the same links in g, weakly increases when wealth
dispersion increases. In particular, complete core-periphery graphs emerge when
players have similar wealth levels, since then all players can afford the same links.
Corollary 2 If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, let w̃ = minj∈P wj . Then, in any sociable
Nash equilibrium, as w̃ decreases, the number of cells increases.
16

This result is not due to the assumption of one-way flow of spillovers; indeed, we show in the
Online Appendix that it also holds under the alternative assumption of two-way flow. A similar
effect arises when the largest contributors are not connected on a fixed network (Bramoullé and
Kranton, 2007; Allouch, 2015). However, these configurations are no equilibrium when the network
is endogenous, as these contributors would like to free ride on each other.
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Last, but not least, part (v) shows that we can identify those players who are
poor enough so that they are always in the periphery. However, there is neither a
threshold of wealth above which players are contributors nor one above which they
belong to the core. Hence, while the richest players are the largest contributors when
the linking costs are sufficiently low (Corollary 1), when k increases, poorer players
can be in more central positions.
When multiple equilibria exist, it is interesting to understand how they compare
in terms of welfare. To fix ideas, consider Figure 3. In this example, there are two
equilibria: in 3(a), the richest players are in the core; in 3(b), player 3 is in the
core, despite of being poorer than 2. Total public good provision is higher in 3(a).
However, in 3(b), player 1 contributes more to the public good to compensate the
lower contribution of 3. As a result, player 4, who can afford only one link, is better
off in 3(b). Additionally, if there are at least three players like 4 (with a wealth of 4
and linking only to 1), equilibria like 3(b) are associated with a higher welfare.
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Figure 3: Comparing welfare between two equilibria for k = 1, Ui (xi , yi ) =
and pi = 1 for all i ∈ N . Players in the core are shaded in gray.
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This example highlights a general result: if players have similar wealth—so that they
can afford the same links,—and the linking cost is sufficiently high—so that adding
players to the core is too costly,—an equilibrium with few and richer players in the
core yields a higher welfare. Denote this equilibrium by (xh , y h , g h ).17 Then:
Corollary 3 Suppose that there exists a sociable equilibrium (x0 , y 0 , g 0 ) different from
(xh , y h , g h ). If γ 0 ∈ (0, 1) and Assumption 2 holds, there exist ω > 0 and K such that
welfare is higher in g h than in g 0 if maxi∈N wi − mini∈N wi < ω and k > K.
17

This equilibrium is the one we constructed in the proof of Proposition 4 to show existence.
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To conclude, we have just shown how, with homogeneous preferences, our model
yields precise predictions regarding the type of networks that emerge in equilibrium.
We now derive further implications of these findings on welfare and inequality.

5

Income (Re)Distribution

In this section, we first describe how the impact of free riding in networks depends on
the initial income distribution. After characterizing the efficient solution, we derive
policy implications on how a planner can redistribute income to increase welfare when
agents can change their linking strategies as a result of the intervention. Finally, we
show how the efficient solution can be implemented by using personalized prices.

5.1

Income Distribution and Inequality

When the equilibrium of the local public good game is a complete core-periphery
network with inactive players in the periphery, spillovers flow as when the public good
is global (i.e., among contributors and from contributors to free riders). However,
there can be multiple equilibria, whose welfare properties can differ a lot across
players depending on their network position. All players in the core, for example,
consume the same bundle, while one richer player in the periphery can consume more
than them, and thus, also obtain a larger utility (Proposition 4.(i) and (ii)).
For players in the periphery, it is key how many links they can afford. Each
link frees additional resources the player can then spend on consuming more of both
goods. Therefore, periphery players with more links benefit more from the network
than those with less links: as richer players have more links, inequality increases.
By focusing on large societies, the next proposition can abstract from the welfare
of core players, who represent an infinitesimal proportion of the population.
Proposition 5 If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, for any sociable Nash equilibrium,
there exists w such that
(i) if maxi∈N wi − mini∈N wi ≤ w, the network reduces inequality in utility among
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any two players for a proportion of players that converges to 1 as n → ∞;
(ii) otherwise, the network increases inequality in net social income among any two
players for a proportion of players that converges to 1 as n → ∞.
Furthermore, w is inversely related with k.
This result shows how the initial wealth distribution shapes inequality in payoffs
if free riding in networks is costly. When societies are sufficiently homogeneous,
networks are conducive to equality, since all periphery players can afford the same
links, thereby enjoying the same spillovers. As utility is concave, richer players gain
less marginal utility than poorer ones from these spillovers, and the difference in
utility between any two periphery players is lower than absent the network. If to
the contrary, the society is sufficiently unequal to begin with, then some players
can afford more links, thereby free riding more. As a result, networks will only
exacerbate the initial level of wealth inequality in the sense that the difference in net
social income between periphery players is larger than the initial difference in wealth.
Moreover, as in large societies the proportion of periphery players converges to 1,
Proposition 5 follows. This result hinges on the presence of a budget constraint and
heterogeneity in income. When the budget constraint is not relevant, all players have
the same free riding opportunities. In this case, as shown in the example in Figure
1, the network always increases inequality when players have different valuations of
the public good (Kinateder and Merlino, 2017, Proposition 2).
Finally, as k decreases, the network reduces inequality even for a larger initial
difference in wealth levels. The main reason for this is that net social income is
increasing as k decreases, and so poorer players also can take advantage of more
free-riding opportunities in the network. This result highlights how lowering communication and transportation costs can increase welfare by allowing more people to
take advantage of free riding opportunities.

5.2

Efficiency

We now characterize the efficient solution.
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Proposition 6 If Assumption 1 holds, the efficient network is either empty or a
star in which only the hub is active. A player is isolated if her valuation of the public
good is too low.
The social planner solves two trade-offs: (i) between consumption and links, since
each additional link increases spillovers, but linking is costly; and (ii) between private
and public good consumption of the different players.
It is then quite intuitive that a star with only the hub contributing to the public
good is the optimal solution as it minimizes linking costs while maximizing spillovers.
While there is only one player in the core of the optimal solution, the model can
accommodate for less stark results. If, for example, there were capacity constraints
in links, the optimal solution would feature more than one player in the core. The
reasoning on how to derive the optimal solution is the same.
It depends on preferences and total income whether and which players are isolated
from the star. Indeed, excluding a player from the star is more beneficial the less she
values the public good. Moreover, the number of links that the planner can afford
depends on the total income available in the economy.
If all players have identical preferences and face identical prices, their marginal
rate of substitution between public and private good consumption has to be equal.
This implies that their ratios of marginal utilities per income are equal as well.
Corollary 4 If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, in the efficient solution, their consumption of the private and public good are identical.

5.3

Income Redistribution

As decentralized equilibria are not efficient, we now ask which policies can the social
planner introduce to increase welfare. We know from classical results that small
transfers of income among contributors are neutral (Bergstrom et al., 1986). However, this is true only under very specific assumptions when we consider local public
goods (Allouch, 2015). In our context, with endogenous networks, a transfer scheme
is neutral not only when the set of contributors does not change, but also the transfer
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is confined to the largest contributors in the network and their provision does not
change much, so that links are not affected.
We next show how a planner can redistribute income to increase welfare. Income redistribution is a budget balanced transfers scheme t = (t1 , ..., tn ) such that
P
i∈N ti = 0. Players then choose their optimal consumption and links according to
the utility maximization problem (1) given w + t.
Proposition 7 Suppose a sociable equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ) exists with non-empty g ∗
and γi0 ∈ (0, 1] for all i ∈ N . Then, there is an income redistribution t that yields
an equilibrium with a star network g star in which both public good consumption and
welfare are higher than in (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ).
In the proposition, we show that redistributing income towards the player with most
links, eventually increases both public good consumption and welfare. This holds
both for small transfers which do not change the equilibrium network, and for larger
ones, which eventually induce a star as an equilibrium network. Notably, Proposition
7 allows for heterogeneous preferences, as long as the public good is strictly normal,
which is a slightly stronger assumption than Assumption 1.
This result builds on our characterization of equilibrium networks. Indeed, since
sociable equilibrium networks are core-periphery graphs, spillovers among core players flow as in a complete network. Hence, a similar neutrality result as Bergstrom
et al. (1986)’s applies to this part of the network. In other words, consider the following thought experiment. First, fix the network; given this graph, we can transfer
some resources from other core players to the player with the most links—who is also
the largest contributor—in a way that each player’s net social income is unchanged.
Hence, their demand of the public good is unchanged. While the total provision of
public good is then constant, the unique contributor in the core is the player who
received the most links. As a result, periphery players’ access to the public good
increases, as they might not have been linked to all core players.
However, it is possible to further increase welfare and income by transferring
resources to the player with most links until all the other core players are inactive
and it is no longer profitable to link to them. A social planner can then collect
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the resources saved from deleting these links and use them to increase welfare. In
particular, as γi0 > 0 for all i ∈ N , part of these resources will be assigned to the
largest contributor to further increase everyone’s public good consumption.
Yet, the transfers we propose do not necessarily maximize welfare, for two reasons. First, when the planner transfers resources to the largest contributor, her net
social income increases, but that of the player whose resources are being taken away
decreases. So the optimal transfers need to trade-off the increases of public good
provision of the hub with the decrease of private consumption of periphery players.
Second, the player who becomes the hub of the star applying the transfers described in Proposition 7 might not be the ideal recipient. To clarify the ideas, consider
the example in Figure 4. Panel (a) represents the initial allocation, while panel (b)
the optimal allocation given that player 1 is the hub of the star. Panel (c) instead
represents the welfare maximizing allocation, where resources are being transferred
to player 4, who has the highest valuation for the public good. Indeed, player 4
is initially in the periphery because of a limited initial budget.18 This subtle difference is very important, as it implies that repeatedly applying the redistribution
policies characterized by Allouch (2015) to the initial equilibrium would not lead to
the welfare-maximizing outcome.
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Figure 4: Welfare improving vs. welfare maximizing transfers for k = 2, Ui (xi , yi ) =
xai i yi1−ai and pi = 1 for all i ∈ N . Players in the core are shaded in gray.
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A similar situation can arise when players pay different prices for the private good.
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The following proposition addresses these concerns. We define welfare-maximizing
transfers as those yielding the Nash equilibrium with the maximal welfare among all
Nash equilibria arising from all budget-balanced transfers. We now characterize the
welfare-maximizing transfer scheme taking into account network endogeneity.19
Proposition 8 Suppose there exists a non-empty sociable equilibrium network g ∗ .
Then, there is Γ > 0 and welfare-maximizing transfers if γi0 ∈ (0, Γ] for all i ∈ N .
This result is obtained with few assumptions on players’ preferences except for a
condition on how steep each player’s Engel curve is at the second best. Intuitively,
this condition requires that the demand of periphery players cannot be too high when
they are poor and needs to be relatively low if they are rich, as players who are in
the periphery in the second best would provide less public good if they were the hub.
Hence, each player’s Engel curve cannot be too concave.
To show that this requirement is not too strict, we show in the next corollary that
the welfare-maximizing transfer scheme can always be Nash implemented if players
have identical and linear Engel curves.
Corollary 5 Suppose players have homogeneous preferences with linear Engel curves
such that γi0 ∈ (0, 1] for all i ∈ N , and a sociable equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ) exists
with non-empty g ∗ . Then, the second best can always be implemented as a Nash
equilibrium.
Finally, by Corollary 1, the welfare-maximizing transfer scheme induces a unique
equilibrium if the linking cost is sufficiently low.

5.4

Personalized Prices

We have shown so far that income redistribution can go a long way in increasing
welfare. However, the resulting allocation is not efficient. Indeed, the planner cannot
dictate how players use the resources allocated to them, which results in a much
19

As shown in Proposition 6, a star is the efficient solution. However, the welfare-maximizing
transfer scheme is associated with a lower public good provision than in the efficient solution
whenever γi0 < 1, where i is the hub of the star network.
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higher private consumption of the private good with respect to the efficient one, as
derived in Proposition 6.
We now go one step further and show that a personalized lump-sum tax scheme
can instead achieve the efficient outcome. Indeed, the optimal policy here subsidizes
the price of the public good for the player selected as hub in Proposition 6. The
personalized price is set equal to this player’s marginal rate of substitution in the
efficient solution. This induces her to choose the socially optimal public good provision and all other players to free ride on her provision. The lump-sum taxation
scheme is designed to be budget balanced.
Proposition 9 Suppose γi0 ∈ (0, 1) for all i ∈ N and a sociable equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ )
with non-empty g ∗ exists. Then, the efficient solution can be implemented by fixing
a personalized price of the public good px ∈ (0, 1) for the player selected as hub in
Proposition 6, financed by lump-sum taxes from all players.
Since only one player provides the public good, this situation is analogous to a
direct government provision of a public good that crowds out private contributions.
However, two additional features are relevant. First, crowding-out is incomplete, so
that a public intervention can increase welfare by increasing public good provision.
Most importantly, an additional increase in consumption can be achieved by inducing
a star, thereby re-directing resources from linking to consumption.
Proposition 9 is relevant whenever the social planner is able to affect the price of
the public good. In the context of online social platforms, this could take the form
of subsidizing content of the “super-star” users who contribute a lot to the content
of the platform. Reward schemes in line with this idea are indeed implemented for
example by YouTube, whose main contributors receive awards and are sponsored to
participate in various promotional activities.

6

Robustness and Extensions

Our characterization is robust to the introduction of selfish motives in the private
provision of public goods due to warm glow giving, e.g., because of the private
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benefits of becoming an influencer on Twitter. Our characterization is robust also
to more general linking technologies, an imperfect degree of substitutability between
neighbors’ public good provision, and if players benefit from global contributions to
the public good, for example, because they can see the posts of others they are not
linked to using hashtags on Twitter. Additionally, the characterization of strict Nash
equilibria is robust to the introduction of some complementarity in players’ efforts,
to heterogeneity in the costs of forming a connection and to indirect spillovers, e.g.,
re-tweeting posts.
To capture situations where a link between two players implies that both access
each others’ public good provision, we also extend the model to two-way flow of
spillovers. Some examples are the acquisition and exchange of information about
new products and technologies.
In Galeotti and Goyal (2010) and Kinateder and Merlino (2017), the demand
for the public good is exogenous. In those models, when players are homogeneous,
strict Nash networks are complete core-periphery networks, while, when players are
heterogeneous, the prediction depends on how the gains from a connection change
across players. Furthermore, the law of the few holds.
We extend their models to a more general class of preferences and heterogeneous
budgets. While most of our results carry over to the two-sided model, the key
difference from the model presented above is that core players benefit “for free” from
the public good provided by those linking to them. In this case, strict Nash equilibria
need not be complete core-periphery networks even when players are homogeneous.
Additionally, players in the core have the same consumption only if they have the
same neighbors, and a richer player in the periphery is worse off than all core players.
When spillovers flow two-way, a stronger version of the law of the few of Proposition 3 holds: the proportion of players significantly contributing to the public good
(even in the periphery) goes to zero as the population size grows to infinity. Importantly, we highlight the necessary condition for this result to hold, i.e., that the slope
of the contributors’ Engel curve for the public good is strictly below one. In that
case, contributors’ provision strictly decreases with spillovers from neighbors. As a
result, the amount of spillovers received by contributors cannot be infinitely large.
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All of these results are formally derived in the Online Appendix.

7

Conclusions

In this paper, we introduce a model in which players decide how to allocate their
budget between links, a local public good and a private good. A player links to another in order to free ride on her public good provision. Under standard assumptions,
Nash equilibrium networks are core-periphery graphs, a prediction that is robust to
several extensions. Importantly, since the demand for the public good is endogenous, poorer players can attain more central positions in the network or consume
more public good. Hence, the relationship between wealth, provision, consumption
and, therefore, utility is not as straightforward as when the public good is global.
We have shown that the type of equilibrium that emerges has an impact on welfare
and that income redistribution can alleviate inefficiencies. Knowledge of players’
preferences is key in the design of optimal transfers. Yet, as stating a high taste
for the public good would translate into receiving more resources, future research
should investigate how to incentivize people to truthfully state the taste for the
public good of their neighbors and their own. Indeed, players observe better than
the social planner their neighbors’ preferences. Recent literature has shown that
there is scope for eliciting information from agents in a fixed network (Bloch and
Olckers, forthcoming; Baumann, 2018). It would be interesting, however, to develop
similar insights when the mechanism needs to take into account also link formation.

Appendix: Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1. Since γi0 ∈ [0, 1] and xi = γi (wi − ηi k + x−i ) − x−i for all i ∈ N ,
we have that dxi /dx−i = γi0 (wi − ηi k + x−i ) − 1 < 0.

∗
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose that gji
= 0. Since x∗j = γj (wj (g ∗ )) − x∗−j >
k, by Assumption 1, if j links to i, j’s public good consumption is higher since
γj (wj (g ∗ ) − k + x∗i ) > γj (wj (g ∗ )) given that x∗i > k and γj0 ≥ 0. Suppose that this is
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not true. Then, a contradiction arises as either this is no equilibrium, or x∗i < k, or
both. Since γj0 ≤ 1, also j’s consumption of the private good increases if j links to i.
∗
= 0. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2.

This contradicts gji
Proof of Proposition 1. If k > k = maxi∈N {xIi }, no link is profitable, so the
unique equilibrium is the empty network with all players i ∈ N consuming (xI , y I ).
If k ≤ k, suppose that there is no player j ∈ N such that x∗j = k. Then, the next
lemma shows that there is a unique non-empty component.
Lemma 3 If there is i ∈ N such that x∗i > k, then g ∗ is either empty or has a
unique component. If there is j 6= i such that xIj > k, then g ∗ is non-empty.
Proof of Lemma 3. Consider an equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ). If it is not profitable for
any player to link to i, the network is empty. If the network is non-empty and there
∗
∗
= 1 such that i 6= z,
= 0, and gjz
is more than one component, there is j 6= i with ḡji
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
while ḡiz = 0. Without loss of generality xz ≤ xi . If xz < xi , it is profitable for j to
sever the link to z and link to i instead. If x∗z = x∗i , it is profitable for z to link to
i since z would access the same amount of public good at a lower cost. This proves
the first part of Lemma 3, while the second follows from Lemma 2, concluding the
proof of Lemma 3.

Since g ∗ is non-empty and x∗j 6= k for all j ∈ N , there is i such that x∗i > k. By
Lemma 2, g ∗ij = 1, if x∗j ≥ x∗i > k. Hence, a core exists such that i ∈ C if and only
/ C, x∗i < k; these players are either isolated or link to
if x∗i > k. For any player i ∈
players in the core. This concludes the proof of the first part of Proposition 1.
Hence, any non-empty equilibrium network is a core-periphery graph, in which i ∈ C
if and only if x∗i > k. Suppose that in a strict equilibrium g ∗ is not a nested split
∗
∗
graph. Then, there are players i, j ∈ C and p, z ∈ P such that gzj
= gpi
= 0 and
∗
∗
gpj = gzi = 1. Since the equilibrium is strict, assume without loss of generality
x∗j > x∗i . Then, z can profitably sever the link with i and link to j instead, a
contradiction. This concludes the proof of Proposition 1.

Proof of Proposition 2. By Lemma 1, in equilibrium a player i ∈ N such that
xIi < k never produces more than k, and hence never receives links.
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We now prove that an equilibrium exists whose associated network has a coreperiphery structure first for any γi0 ∈ (0, 1]. Denote by (x(g D ), y(g D ), g D ) an allocation where (x(g D ), y(g D )) are optimal given g D for all i ∈ N and g D is a network
such that gij = gji = 1 for all i, j ∈ D, while gzi = 1 for i ∈ D and z ∈ P if and only
if Uz (x(g D ), y(g D ), g D ) ≥ Uz ((x0z , x−z (g D )), (yz0 , y−z (g D )), g D − gzi ) for any feasible
(x0z , yz0 ), where g D − gzi is a network resulting from deleting the link gzi from g D . In
other words, D is the set of core players, while the other players only establish the
links they find profitable to players in D. So, all players are best responding in terms
of private and public good consumption.
For each player i ∈ D, public good consumption xi (g D ) is given by
xi (g D ) = γi (wi − ηi (g D )k + x−i (g D ))

(A-1)

where we denote φi = γi−1 and by xD the quantity of public good consumed by each
player in the core. Let |D| = ηi (g D ) + 1 for i ∈ D be the size of the core. Then,
φi (xD ) = wi − (|D| − 1)k + x−i (g D ). Summing this equation for all i ∈ D, we get
X
i∈D

φi (xD ) + (1 − |D|)xD =

X

wi − |D|(|D| − 1)k.

(A-2)

i∈D

P
D
D
0
Denote F (|D|, xD ) =
i∈D φi (x ) + (1 − |D|)x . First consider γi > 0 for all
i ∈ N . Given a network g D , for players in D, Theorem 3 in Bergstrom et al.
(1986) applies: F (|D|, xD ) is strictly increasing in xD , so that there exists a unique
equilibrium in private and public good consumption for players in D. Consider then
D = {D ⊂ N |xi (g D ) ≥ k for all i ∈ D}, where D =
6 ∅ as there exists i ∈ N such that
xIi ≥ k since k ≤ k. However, the smaller is k, the larger max |D| for D ∈ D can be.
Consider then one such set D. By Lemma 1, if γp0 < γ, xp (g D ) < k for all p ∈ P.
By construction, xi (g D ) ≥ k and gij = 1 for all i, j ∈ D, as required by Lemma 2.
Hence, (x(g D ), y(g D ), g D ) is an equilibrium.
If γi0 = 0 for some i ∈ N , then player i has a fixed demand for the public good. Thus,
i spends her budget on linking to the biggest contributors, and if needed, with the
remaining budget provides public good. Hence, i is in the periphery if players in the
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core satisfy her demand, or in the core otherwise. In either case, this is irrelevant
for existence. If γi0 = 0 for all i ∈ N , then a star with i = arg maxi∈N xIi as the hub
is trivially an equilibrium. This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.

Proof of Corollary 1. If k = 0, every player is connected to any player with a
positive contribution; any other link is payoff irrelevant. Hence, the unique sociable
equilibrium is a complete network, and by Theorem 3 in Bergstrom et al. (1986), a
unique set of contributors exists, which we denote by D.
Given this set of contributors D, equations (A-1) and (A-2) indicate that both individual and total provision decrease continuously as k increases if γi0 ∈ (0, 1) for all
i ∈ N . Hence, there exists k̃ ≥ 0 such that for any k ≤ k̃, xD
i ≥ k for all i ∈ D.
Then, for any k ≤ k̃, there exists an equilibrium in which the set of contributors is
D, each producing at least k, these contributors form a clique, and periphery players
are inactive and link, starting with the highest producing player, to all or some of the
contributors depending on their utility function and wealth. The resulting network
is a core-periphery network, and it is easy to see that it is an equilibrium and it is
unique. This concludes the proof of Corollary 1.

Proof of Proposition 3. Consider any sociable Nash equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ). If g ∗
is empty, the statement follows trivially. Otherwise, for all z ∈ C, x∗z > k and, by
Lemma 2, they are all linked among themselves. Suppose that limn→∞ |C|/n > 0.
Each i ∈ C spends k|C| on links, which would converges to infinity as n → ∞. Since
wi < ω for all i ∈ N , this is a contradiction, thus proving Proposition 3.

Proof of Proposition 4. Order the players so that w1 ≥ w2 ≥ ... ≥ wn . Since
γi = γ for all i ∈ N , xI1 ≥ xI2 ≥ ... ≥ xIn . We prove first the following lemma, that
we use to show existence.
Lemma 4 Suppose γi = γ for all i ∈ N . Consider an equilibrium (x(g D ), y(g D )g D )
such that xi (g D ) ≥ k for all i ∈ D ∪ {z} such that wi ≥ wz for all i ∈ D and
z ∈ P(g D ). Then, xi (g D∪{z} ) ≥ k for all i ∈ D ∪ {z}.
Proof of Lemma 4. Since xz (g D ) > 0, xz (g D ) = γ(wz − |D|k + x−z (g D )) − x−z (g D ).
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Similarly, xz (g D∪{z} ) = γ(wz −|D|k+x−z (g D∪{z} ))−x−z (g D∪{z} ). Then, xz (g D∪{z} ) ≥
xz (g D ) if and only if x−z (g D∪{z} ) ≤ x−z (g D ).
Suppose now xz (g D∪{z} ) < k. This would imply that x−z (g D∪{z} ) > x−z (g D ). Since
xi (g D ) = γ(wi − (|D| − 1)k + x−i (g D )) − x−i (g D ) for any i ∈ D, and xz (g D∪{z} ) < k,
wi − |D|k + xz (g D ) ≤ wi − (|D| − 1)k, by Lemma 1, x−z (g D∪{z} ) ≤ x−z (g D ), a
contradiction. Hence, xz (g D∪{z} ) ≥ xz (g D ) ≥ k.
Finally, since xi (g D∪{z} ) = xz (g D∪{z} ) for i ∈ D, wi − |D|k + x−i (g D∪{z} ) = wz −
|D|k + x−z (g D∪{z} ), since wi ≥ wz , xi (g D∪{z} ) ≥ xz (g D∪{z} ) ≥ k. This concludes the
proof of Lemma 4.

Consider first the empty network. If no player wants to link to player 1, this is
an equilibrium. Otherwise, xI1 ≥ k and let all players willing to link to 1 do that.
The resulting network is g 1 . If x∗i (g 1 ) < k for all i ∈ P(g 1 ), then g 1 is an equilibrium. Otherwise, x∗2 (g 1 ) ≥ k. By Lemma 4, 1 and 2 produce more than k in
g {1,2} . If x∗i (g {1,2} ) < k for each i ∈ P(g {1,2} ), g {1,2} is an equilibrium. Otherwise,
note that: first, if someone is producing more than k and best-replying, she must be
already linked to all players producing more than k (Lemma 2); second, a player’s
contribution is increasing in wealth (Lemma 1). Hence, if g {1,2} is no equilibrium,
x∗3 (g {1,2} ) ≥ k. We can then move 3 to the core, and by Lemma 4, x∗c (g {1,2,3} ) ≥ k for
c = {1, 2, 3}. This argument is recursive until there is a network in which all players
in the core produce more than k and all players in the periphery (if any) produce less
than k. By construction, this constitutes a Nash equilibrium, and proves existence.
Note that, since Lemma 4 holds for γ 0 ∈ {0, 1}, so does the recursive argument.
Suppose that γi0 = 0 for all i ∈ N . Then, either the network is empty or by the same
procedure as before a network with a core exists and is a Nash equilibrium (since
any player’s demand is this case is fixed). Suppose instead that γi0 = 1 for all i ∈ N .
Then, any i’s provision of the public good only depends on her income wi , but not
on spillovers. Again an equilibrium exists by the previous argument.
Ad (i) By Lemma 2 and the fact that i, j ∈ C, both x∗i = x∗j and ηi = ηj . Since
x∗i = γ(wi − ηi k + x∗−i ) and γi = γ for all i ∈ N, wi ≡ w̃ for all i ∈ C. Since
x∗i = γ(w̃) − x∗−i , and yi∗ = wi − ηi k − x∗i = w̃ − γ(w̃), for i, j ∈ C, yi∗ = yj∗ which
shows the first part of (i). Finally, x∗i = γ(wi − ηi k + x∗−(i∪j) + x∗j ) − x∗−(i∪j) − x∗j , and
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x∗j = γ(wj − ηj k + x∗−(i∪j) + x∗i ) − x∗−(i∪j) − x∗i . Solving for x∗−(i∪j) yields γ(wi − ηi k +
x∗−(i∪j) + x∗j ) − x∗i − x∗j = γ(wj − ηj k + x∗−(i∪j) + x∗i ) − x∗j − x∗i , or wi + x∗j = wj + x∗i .
So wj > wi , if and only if x∗j > x∗i .
∗
Ad (ii) If x∗j = 0, x∗j = x∗i since gji
= 1 for all i ∈ C. If x∗j > 0, then x∗j > x∗i .
Ad (iii) Since g ∗ij = 0 for i, j ∈ P, Ni = Nj implies that ηi = ηj and x∗−i = x∗−j .
Given γi = γ for all i ∈ N , x∗i = γ(wi − ηi k + x∗−i ) ≥ γ(wj − ηj k + x∗−j ) = x∗j , x∗i ≥ x∗j
and yi∗ ≥ yj∗ if, and only if, wi ≥ wj .
Ad (iv) Suppose that i, j ∈ P and wi ≥ wj . Then, given γi = γ for all i ∈ N, x∗i ≥ x∗j .
Then, clearly Ni ≥ Nj .
Ad (v) Define the set of equilibria as E(x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ), and suppose that for all g ∗ ∈ E(·),
i ∈ P. Collect all such players i in set P E and then choose w0 = maxi∈P E wi .

Proof of Corollary 3. Define the total public good contribution of players in the
core of a core-periphery network g as xC(g) , where xC(g) solves
|C(g)|φi (xC(g) ) + (1 − |C(g)|)xC(g) =

X

wi − |C(g)|(|C(g)| − 1)k,

(A-3)

i∈C(g)

with φi = γi−1 . If γ 0 ∈ (0, 1], the LHS of (A-3) is strictly increasing in xC(g) (Corollary
1), while the RHS is strictly increasing in the total wealth of core players and strictly
decreasing in k (as ∂RHS/∂k = −2n, when there is an additional player, 2n more
links have to be established). By Proposition 4.(iv), there exist ω > 0 such that if
maxi∈N wi − mini∈N wi < ω, everyone is linked to all players in the core. So, welfare
h
0
in g h is higher than in g 0 if and only if xC(g ) > xC(g ) . Suppose that |C(g h )| = |C(g 0 )|.
h
0
Then, trivially xC(g ) > xC(g ) as g h has richer players in the core. Suppose now that
P
P
h
0
|C(g h )| < |C(g 0 )|. If i∈C(gh ) wi > i∈C(g0 ) wi , then xC(g ) > xC(g ) . Otherwise, since
h
0
the LHS of (A-3) is strictly decreasing in k, there is K such that xC(g ) > xC(g ) . It
follows from Proposition 4.(i) and Lemma 1 that |C(g h )| > |C(g 0 )| is not part of an
equilibrium. This concludes the proof of Corollary 3.

Proof of Proposition 5. Consider any sociable Nash equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ).
By part (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 4, there exists w such that if maxi∈N wi −
mini∈N wi ≤ w, Ni (g ∗ ) = Nj (g ∗ ) for any i, j ∈ P; in this case, wi −wj = wi −wj . Fur30

thermore, in any non-empty network, wi (g ∗ ) > wi for any i ∈ P. Given the concavity
of the utility function, for i, j ∈ P such that wi ≥ wj , U (x∗i , yi∗ , g ∗ ) − U (x∗j , yj∗ , g ∗ ) ≤
U (xIi , yiI , g ∅ ) − U (xIj , yjI , g ∅ ), where g ∅ is the empty network, with equality if and only
if wi = wj . If instead maxi∈N wi − mini∈N wi > w, there exist i, j ∈ P such that
Ni (g ∗ ) > Nj (g ∗ ); hence, for any pair of such players, wi − wj > wi − wj . To complete
this part of the proof, note that by Proposition 3, the proportion of players in the
periphery converges to 1 as n → ∞.
Finally, given k̃, suppose that maxi∈N wi −mini∈N wi > w(k̃) and Ni (g ∗ ) ⊂ Nj (g ∗ )
∗
for i, j ∈ P, while for all l 6= i, Nj (g ∗ ) = Nl (g ∗ ); i.e., there is z ∈ C with giz
= 0,
∗
∗
while gjz
= 1 for all j 6= i. Now decrease linking cost to k < k̃ until giz
= 1, i.e.,
i is just indifferent to link to z or not, but in a sociable Nash equilibrium she does.
Then, Ni (g ∗ ) = Nj (g ∗ ) for all i, j ∈ P, and w(k) ≥ maxi∈N wi − mini∈N wi > w(k̃).
So while incomes did not change, social incomes did, and, due to the decrease in k,
inequality is also reduced. Hence, we conclude that w is inversely related with k.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.

Proof of Proposition 6. If the efficient network is non-empty, it is a collection
of stars in which each hub is the only active player, since this minimizes linking
costs. If there are several stars, consider two hubs i and j in two of them. Then,
xi , xj > k, and transferring i’s public good provision to j, rewiring all in-links of i
to j, and linking i to j increase consumption for all players. Hence, if the network
is non-empty, connected players in the efficient solution form a star with only one
active player. Denote this network by g star and its hub by h.
If all players belong to the star, the efficient (first-best) solution (xf b , y f b , g star ) solves
max

xh ,y1 ,...,yn

X

Ui (xh , yi ) s.t. xh +

i∈N

X
i∈N
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yi ≤

X
i∈N

wi − (n − 1)k,

(A-4)

leading to the following FOCs:
X ∂Ui (xf b , y f b )
i
h
= λ,
∂x
star

i∈g

∂Ui (xfhb , yif b )
xfhb =

∂y
Xi

= λ for all i ∈ g star ,
X fb
wi − (n − 1)k −
yi ,

i∈g star

i∈g star

where λ is the shadow value of the social planner’s budget constraint.
Suppose next that j is removed from the star. It is efficient to severe gjh if
X

Ui (x0h , yi0 ) + Uj (x0j , yj0 ) ≥

i∈g star \{j}

X

Ui (xfhb , yif b ),

(A-5)

i∈N

where x0h and yi0 are the consumption of public and private good, respectively, in the
star once j is removed, while x0j and yj0 are j’s public and private good consumption
in isolation, respectively. While the maximization problem is written analogously,
in the constraint x0j is added on the LHS, and (n − 2)k is subtracted on its RHS.
Player j’s marginal utilities with respect to the private and public good both equal
λ. Suppose not, then giving more (less) income to j increases social welfare since
her marginal utility is larger (smaller) than λ. If the linking cost is higher than any
player’s valuation of the public good, this procedure leads to an empty network. This
concludes the proof of Proposition 6.

Proof of Corollary 4. Efficient consumption solves A-4. When players have identical preferences, for all i ∈ P this yields:
X ∂U (xf b , y f b )
∂U (xfhb , yif b )
i
h
=
.
∂x
∂y
star

i∈g

Since the LHS is identical for all players, their consumption of the public good is
identical. Then, as U is strictly quasi-concave, the planner allocates the same budget
for private consumption to all players. This concludes the proof of Corollary 4. 
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Proof of Proposition 7. Given (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ), we apply a procedure that yields
an equilibrium with a star network in which welfare is higher than in the initial
equilibrium. Let player h be such that maxi∈C(g∗ ) x∗i ≡ x∗h . For any j ∈ C(g ∗ ) and
j 6= h, transfer x∗j from j to h. For h, x∗h = γh (wh − (|C(g ∗ )| − 1)k + x∗−h ). Hence, h’s
net social income and her demand for the public good are unchanged. Since γh0 > 0,
h’s provision increases to x0h = x∗h , i.e., h increases her provision precisely by the
amount received from the other members of the core.
All other players in the core receive an identical amount of public good as before,
and any periphery player the same only if she was linked to all core players, and
otherwise strictly more. Hence, by Lemma A-1, each of them still produces less than
k, and remains in the periphery.
Sever any j’s link to i ∈ C(g ∗ ) \ {h}, and transfer to player h the amount saved in
P
P
P
linking costs K = k i∈N j6=h gij∗ . Hence, wh0 = wh + i∈C(g∗ ),i6=h x∗i + K, where wh
is h’s initial income in the equilibrium (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ).
P
Denote the new income distribution w0 as follows: wi0 = wi +ti where th = i∈N \{h} x∗i +
P
P
∗
K, ti = −x∗i − k j6=h gij∗ for all j ∈ C(g ∗ ) and i 6= h and tp = −k p6=h gpi
for all
p ∈ P(g ∗ ). Hence, w0 yields a new equilibrium (x0 , y 0 , g star ) where g star is a star
network with h as a hub and:
(i) x0h = γh (wh0 ) ≥ x∗h , as w0h ≥ w∗h (with > if g ∗ 6= g star );
(ii) x0i = 0 and x0i = x0h ≥ x∗i (with > if g ∗ 6= g star ) for all i ∈ C(g ∗ ) and i 6= h;
(iii) x0j ≤ x∗j and x0j ≥ x∗j (with strict inequalities if g ∗ 6= g star ) for all j ∈ P(g ∗ ).
Hence, both welfare and public good consumption are higher in (x0 , y 0 , g star ) than in
(x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ). Additionally, welfare in (x0 , y 0 , g star ) is higher than in any equilibrium
with a different network. Suppose not; then, take any other nested split graph g 00
with h ∈ C(g 00 ). Then, we can apply the procedure just described to convert g 00 into
a star with h as the hub and associated with a higher welfare, a contradiction.
This concludes the proof of Proposition 7.

Proof of Proposition 8. By Proposition 7, the social planner wants to achieve a
P
star network. Given the total income available W = i∈N wi , denote by g h the star
with player h as hub, ωih ∈ [0, 1] the share of total wealth W assigned to each i ∈ N
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P
such that i∈N ωih = 1, by I(g h ) the set of isolated players in g h , and by (xh , y h )
players’ associated consumption choices. The social planner solves:
max

ω h ∈[0,1]N , h∈N

s.t.

X

Ui (xhi , yih )

(A-6)

i∈N

xhh = γh (ωhh W ),

(A-7)

xhh ≥ k,

(A-8)

yhh = ωhh W − γh (ωhh W ),

(A-9)

xhj = max{γj (ωjh W − k + xhh ) − xhh , 0} for all j ∈ P(g h ),

(A-10)

xhj ≤ k for all j ∈ P(g h ),

(A-11)

yjh = ωjh W − k − xhj for all j ∈ P(g h ),

(A-12)

Ui (xIi , yiI ) ≥ Ui (x + xhh , ωih W − k − x), x = max{γi (ωih W − k + xhh ) − xhh , 0}
for all i ∈ I(g h ).

(A-13)

Abstracting for a moment from the inequality constraints and assuming that the
changes in ωih do not turn i into an active player if inactive (or vice versa), the FOC
with respect to ωih for i ∈ P(g h ) yields

+
= Ixi =0

∂Uh 0
∂Uh 1 − γh0
γh +
+
∂x
∂y ph



0
X
X
∂Uj 0 ∂Uj 1 − γj 
∂Uj
+
γ +
γh0 
=
∂x
∂x j
∂y pj
h
h
j∈P(g )\{i}|xj >0
j∈P(g )\{i}|xj =0




∂Ui 0
∂Ui 1
∂Ui 0 ∂Ui (1 − γi0 )
0
−
γ +
+ Ixi >0 (1 − γh )
γ +
, (A-14)
∂x h
∂y pi
∂x i
∂y
pi

where Ixi >0 (Ixi =0 ) in an indicator function equal to 1 if xi > 0 (xi = 0), and zero
otherwise, while we write γi instead of γi (w̃i ) for all i ∈ N . Condition (A-14) shows
the different effects of distributing resources from a player i to the hub h. On the
one hand, the LHS describes the increase in consumption of the hub, as well as the
increase in public good consumption of periphery players different from i, whose public good consumption increases, while potentially decreasing their provision, hereby
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also increasing their private consumption. On the other hand, the RHS shows the
effect on player i. If i is inactive, the public good i accesses from h decreases, and
the income is used for the private good. If i is active, i’s contribution to the public
good increases, implying a lower increase in private good consumption. The planner
chooses the allocation that balances these trade-offs. Let us denote by w̃ the wealth
distribution induced by the weights derived using these FOCs.
Consider now g h were player h is the player with most links in (x∗ , y ∗ , g ∗ ). A solution
to A-6 fixing g h exists if w̃ is such that (A-9), (A-12) and (A-13) are satisfied.
In other words, w̃ must be such that the hub of the star produces more than k,
players in the periphery less than k and isolated players do not want to join the star.
Note that (A-9) and (A-13) are satisfied by construction: if (A-9) was not satisfied,
then the planner would implement the empty network, while if a player values the
public good enough, she is part of the star. Condition (A-12) is satisfied for sure if
P
w̃h ≥ wh + i∈C(g∗ ) x∗i , as all periphery players produce less than k of public good by
construction. Otherwise, using the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2,
there exists a Γ such that, for all i 6= h, if γi0 < Γ, (A-12) holds. Then, (A-6) admits
at least a solution.
Finally, the planner derives the weights solving A-6 for each player i ∈ N as a hub,
and compares welfare between these star networks. Since at least one solution exists
(for g h ), and the set of potential hubs is finite, a solution exists. This concludes the
proof of Proposition 8.

Proof of Corollary 5. Denote by β ∈ (0, 1) the share of total wealth assigned to
the hub, by p any periphery player in P(g 0 ) and by (xsb , y sb , g star ) the second-best
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allocation. Given g 0 , the social planner chooses β sb to maximize welfare:
max
β∈(0,1)

s.t.

(1 − β)W
− k)
n−1
+Ixp >0 [h(α)((1 − β)W − k(n − 1)) + (n − 1)f (α)]
h(α)βW + f (α) + Ixp =0 (n − 1)U (xh ,

xh = αβW ≥ k
(1 − β)W
≥k
n−1
(1 − β)W
α
− k − (1 − α)βW ≤ k
n−1

(A-15)
(A-16)
(A-17)
(A-18)

where h(α)βW + f (α) is the associated indirect utility linear in the hub’s income
βW ; h and f depend on the slope of the Engel curve α (and the price of the public
good, but this is the same for all active players, so we suppress this argument).
(A-16) ensures the hub produces more than the linking cost, (A-17) that periphery
players have enough resources to link to the hub and (A-18) that they do not produce
more than the linking cost. As the objective function is continuous in β and we are
maximizing over a compact set, existence of a solution follows. We now turn to
characterizing the solution.
If yisb = 0 for all i ∈ N , α = 1 and U2 (·, ·) = 0. Then, (A-15) simplifies to
max h(α)βW + f (α) + (n − 1)U (βW − k +
β∈(0,1)

(1 − β)W
, 0),
n−1

leading to the FOC h(α) + (n − 2)U1 (βW − k + (1 − β)W/(n − 1), 0) = 0. Since
U1 (·, ·) is positive, if n > 2, β sb = 1.
sb
sb
such that αβ sb W = k
Suppose xsb
i , yi > 0 for all i ∈ N . Then, we would get β
and α[(1 − β sb )W/(n − 1) − k] < k. So, this is a solution if α < 1/(n − 1) and
W < k(α(n − 1) + n)/α.
Finally, if yisb > 0 for all i ∈ N and xsb
i > 0 only for h, we obtain
h(α) + (n − 1)αU1 (αβW,

(1 − β)W
(1 − β)W
− k) = U2 (αβW,
− k).
n−1
n−1

Hence, an increase in β increases the hub’s public and private good consumption and
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the public good consumption of the periphery players, while it decreases their private
good consumption. The social planner chooses β sb to balance these two effects. This
concludes the proof of Corollary 5.

Proof of Proposition 9. Without loss of generality, assume that pi = 1 for all
i ∈ N . Suppose first that all players belong to a star. In the efficient solution, the
P
P
social planner’s budget constraint i∈N wi = xh + i∈N yi + (n − 1)k holds. Choose
the personalized price px for the hub, without loss of generality, player h, such that
(∂Uh (xh , yh )/∂x) / (∂Uh (xh , yh )/∂y) = px , as γh0 ∈ (0, 1). Players i 6= h, link to h and
provide no public good since, by Proposition 6, ∂Ui (xh , yi )/∂x < ∂Ui (xh , yi )/∂yi . The
social planner charges taxes τ, such that τi > 0 for all i 6= h, to reduce player h’s price
of the public good by (1−px )xh . Given w, choose τh such that (wh −τh )−yhf b −xfhb px =
0, and for i 6= h, choose τi such that (wi − τi ) − yif b − k = 0. This implements the
efficient provision of Proposition 6. To see that the solution is budget balanced, sum
P
P
the budget constraints of all players i∈N (wi − τi ) = xfhb px + i∈N yif b + (n − 1)k,
P
and substitute for i∈N wi from the social planner’s budget constraint in the efficient
P
solution. This yields i∈N τi = (1 − px )xfhb as required.
If some players are isolated in the efficient solution of Proposition 6, the provision of
the star’s hub is obtained as above, and for any isolated player j, τj is chosen such
that (wj − τj ) − x0j − yj0 = 0, where x0j and yj0 are obtained from (A-5). This concludes
the proof of Proposition 9.
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